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Once again, it is time to rediscover

the classic chairs from the 60s

Vermund Larsen was an interior designer and manufacturer. He founded Vermund Larsen A/S 
in 1935 and was one of the pioneers in ergonomic office chairs. Vermund Larsen’s unique and 
ground breaking furniture design have influenced the way office chairs are made today. Ver-
mund Larsen was also at the forefront in developing ergonomic seats and backs as well as his 
ergonomic designs created a worldwide precedent.

In 1961, Vermund Larsen developed Europe’s first office chair with automatic height adjustment 
in the form of a gas spring system, a system that has been used ever since. The first design of 
the VL66 was launched in 1962. It originally had a wooden seat and back, and the padded ver-
sion with Hallingdal upholstery was introduced in 1966. Now it is time to rediscover his classic 
design, and the VL66 office chair will once again see the light of day.

Throughout the 1960s, the VL66 was used at many workplaces. It is a durable office chair with 
leather reinforcement in the most exposed places. VL66 still has the classic design from 1966, 
with a chrome frame and Hallingdal upholstery. VL66 is also introduced as a stool, with chrome 
frame and Hallingdal upholstery.

Read more about VL66 office chair and stool on vermund.eu



“I LOVE TO
INVENT AND

CREATE”
– Vermund Larsen, 1960
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A TRIBUTE TO VERMUND LARSEN

VERMUND LARSEN A/S was established in 1935 in the northern part of Denmark. The company 
was founded by Mr. Vermund Larsen. Mr. Larsen passed away in 1970, but the company lives and 
works in his spirit and tradition.

Mr. Larsen was an interior architect by education and an entrepreneur by heart. He became 
one of the pioneers behind ergonomically correct office chairs, and he was passionate about 
design, form and function. This passion for creating beautiful products was an essential driver 
for him. Currently VERMUND thrives as a company, working with seating as a focus competence. 
The company is diversified in three business units, all with design, functionality and high-end 
quality as a common denominator.

VERMUND is the business unit caring for design furniture and is a tribute to Vermund Larsen.
The chairs are all designed and manufactured in Denmark, upholding our tradition for handcraft 
and beautiful furniture.
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